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OBJECT OF THE GAME

The Convoy is set in the world of Neuroshima where 
humanity has been attacked by rebellious artificial intel-
ligence machines and where robot armies commanded 
by an electronic brain demolish cities and states one 
by one, turning America into a contaminated deserted 
wasteland.

During the game, one player commands the convoy of 
Moloch machines heading towards New York, turning 
towns on their way into ruins. Their goal is to reach New 
York and turn it into ashes. The other player commands 
the brave and mobile divisions of Outpost soldiers. They 
attack Moloch robots as they make their way to the final 
battle in New York.

Outpost wins when Moloch has no more cards left in his 
deck after the final battle and there are no more robots 
in New York. Otherwise, Moloch wins - if there is at least 
one card left in his deck or at least one robot in New York.

COMPONENTS:

35 Outpost cards 35 Moloch cards

5 city cards
21 double-sided 

Strength markers

6 double-sided Special 
Ability markers

1 Used City 
Feature token

4 Demolished 
District markers

1 Additional 
District token

1 Battle for the 
District marker

Game for 2 players ages 10 and above
Time of play: 30-40 minutes
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SETUP AND STARTING THE GAME

Before the first game, cards should be unpacked and all the counters punched out of the game’s 
punchboard.

Note: When browsing this rulebook, any notes in frames like this contain important information, 
related to situations that may not necessarily happen in every game. In addition, some sentences or 
fragments have been bolded to help provide a quick overview of the game or quickly recall the 
most important rules after reading the entire manual.

• City cards should be placed in the middle of the table in the order from 1 to 5 (A). The cards sho-
uld be placed with the green edge facing the Outpost player and the red edge facing the Moloch player.
• The Strength markers (B), Special Ability markers (C), Demolished District markers (D), Used 
City Feature token (E), Additional District token (F) and Battle for the District marker (G) should 
all be placed in a space accessible to both players.
• Players decide which site they choose. Each player takes his deck, shuffles the cards and places them 
nearby in a face down stack (H). Additional space for a face up discard pile (I) will also be required.
• At the beginning of the game, each player draws 4 cards from the top of their stack – this is their 
initial hand (J). Before starting the game, each player may exchange his initial hand, but only 
once. It is done by shuffling the 4 cards back into the deck and drawing 4 new cards.
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THE GAME TURN

During the game players will fight several battles for districts in five cities,  through which the convoy of Moloch 
machines travel – starting from Ziggy One and ending with New York.

effect of the Outpost’s victory

Symbols on city card

number of the Outpost’s 
battle stations

unique City Feature 
(available to the Outpost)

number and name 
of the city

number of Moloch’s 
battle stations

effect of Moloch’s victory

space  for an Additional 
District token

districts with 
Battle Result icons
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Each city is considered to be either destroyed, active or future as follows:
• A destroyed city is one that has had all of its districts destroyed (either due to battles, Moloch winning a battle 
in another district or otherwise). Destroyed city cards are flipped over to indicate they have been destroyed. Any cards 
located in a destroyed city are not able to have their abilities activated.
• The active city is the city furthest away from New York that has one or more districts that have not yet been 
destroyed. Once the last district in the active city is destroyed, the city card is flipped over to indicate the city is now 
destroyed and the next city (in the direction of New York) becomes the new active city. 
• A future city is any city that is not a destroyed city and is not the active city. Battles will take place in these cities 
as the game progresses.

At the beginning of the game Ziggy One is the active city. There are only two districts in this city, so a maximum 
of two battles can be fought there. After the destruction of both districts, Ziggy One is considered destroyed (the city 
card should be flipped over) and Iron Gate becomes the active city, as it is now the furthest undestroyed city from 
New York.
Each phase is described in detail below:

PHASE I – DRAwING CARDS
At the beginning of a battle, each player draws 2 cards from his deck and adds them to his hand (therefore, players 
enter the first battle with six cards in their hand). 
• If at the beginning of this phase a player has only 1 card in his deck, he draws only this one card. 
• If he doesn’t have any cards remaining in his deck, he draws none. 
• The discard pile is never reshuffled in order to create a new deck. 
• There is no limit to the number of cards a player may have in their hand. 
• At any time during the game, a player is allowed to count the cards remaining in his or his opponent’s deck and 
look through either discard pile.
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type

activation method

special ability

name

strenght

Symbols on the player’s card
Typical card overview
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Moloch Robot – a unit that can be played into a city by the 
Moloch player during his attack phase (Phase III).

Outpost Soldier – a unit that can be played into a city by the 
Outpost player during his attack phase (Phase IV).

Moloch Module – Moloch Module – a module that can be 
attached to one of Moloch Robot already in a city during the 
modules activation phase (Phase V).

Outpost Building – a card that can be played into a city by 
the Outpost player also during his attack phase (Phase IV).

Instant card – appears in both decks and may only be played in 
the attack phase of the respective player.
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by the icon in the lower left corner.



Most of the Moloch Robots and Modules and the Outpost Soldiers and Buildings cards have special abilities 
each with specific ways in which they are activated. Except for Instant cards, the special ability of each card only 
affects the city in which the card is currently located and only if that city is not destroyed (as described below). 
Unless stated otherwise, Instant cards can affect any card in the entire card area.
All of the cards are described in detail at the end of this rulebook. 
The following are ways in which a card effect can be activated:

Ability activated on entering a city - This card’s ability is activated each time it enters a city that is 
not destroyed (active or future). It’s irrelevant whether it was done by playing this card from a player’s 
hand into a city or as a result of any kind of movement from one city to another (i.e. playing a Move 
card, moving to New York as a result of a battle, or Moloch’s convoy movement after the destruction of 
all districts in a city).

Permanent ability - This card’s ability is permanently active from the moment it enters the card area 
(as long as it is not located in a destroyed city).

Ability activated by discarding cards from hand - This card’s ability is activated when a 
player discards a card from his hand. The player activating the ability selects the card to di-
scard and places it face up in his discard pile. This ability can be used several times, each time 
by discarding another card from the player’s hand.
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PHASE II – TARGET CHOICE
After drawing cards, the Moloch player chooses a non-
-demolished district in the active city for the upco-
ming battle and marks his choice by placing a Battle for 
the District marker on this district. If there is only one 
non-demolished district remaining in the active city, the 
upcoming battle will take place there. 
Note: most districts have an effect (described below) 
that provides some benefit to the winner of the battle 
and is also considered in Phase VI (Determining the End 
Result of the Battle). Therefore, the Moloch player sho-
uld take this into account when deciding which district 
to battle in. 

The various districts effects triggered at the end of a battle 
are as follows:
 

Ability is activated 
when the Outpost 
wins a battle in the 
city where this card is 
located.

Ability is activated 
when Moloch wins a 
battle in the city where 
this card is located.

Ability is activated in 
case of a tie in a battle 
in the city where this 
card is located.

Ability activated after determining the battle outcome
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Drawing a card from the deck
The winner of the battle in this district draws one card from his deck and adds it to his hand.

Killing an enemy unit
The winner of the battle in this district chooses and kills one enemy unit in the active city by 
placing it in the discard pile. If the Outpost kills a Robot with a Module attached, the module 
is also discarded. Moloch may only kill a Soldier (a Building cannot be destroyed this way). If a 
player who has lost a battle doesn’t have any units in the active city, then he doesn’t lose any units.

Moving a unit to New York
The winner of the battle in this district may move one of his units from the active city directly 
to New York if he has an available battle station there (described in more detail below). Moloch 
may only move Robots (with their Modules attached) and the Outpost can only move Soldiers 
(Buildings cannot be moved). If, at this point, none of the enemy’s battle stations are occupied in 
New York, then the moved unit receives a +1 Strength marker added to its card (see: Occupy a battle 
station in a future city described below in Phase III). This movement is optional.
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Note that the district effects described above are all marked with a star (a symbol of victory in battle), as 
each of these effects is carried out only in the case of one of the players winning the battle. If there is a tie 
in the district battle or the Outpost player uses the EMP Assault card in the battle, the effect of the district 
does not take place. 

The Bomb
Regardless of the battle result in this district (notice that no victory icon is depicted), 
each player chooses one of the opponent’s units in the active city and kills it by mo-
ving the card to the discard pile. First, the Moloch player chooses which of the Outpost 
Soldiers to kill (a Building cannot be destroyed this way) followed by the Outpost player 
killing one of the Moloch Robots. If the Outpost kills a Robot with a Module attached, 
the Module is also discarded. If a player doesn’t have any units in the active city, none of 
his units are killed. Note that the Bomb district effect is always applied when the district 
is demolished – regardless of how it was demolished.

PHASE III – MOlOCH’S ATTACk
In this phase, the Moloch player may take any of the actions described below. The number of actions 
that can be taken is not limited and they can be taken in any order. The player may also pass and not take 
any actions.
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Available actions are:

               OCCUPY A BATTlE STATION IN THE ACTIVE CITY

Each city is of a different size and thus has a different number of battle stations available to the Moloch and 
the Outpost. This number determines the maximum number of cards (excluding Modules and the effect 
of certain abilities) a player may place in his card area beside the specific city. In Ziggy One, for example, 
Moloch has 3 battle stations, which allows him to place three Robot cards in this city (Modules don’t count 
to the battle stations limit), while the Outpost has 4 battle stations there, which allows him to place four 
total cards of either Soldiers and/or Buildings in this city.
The Moloch player may play a Robot card from his hand and place it in the active city, as long as he has 
an available battle station in this city. Each Robot (with the exception of Spiders) always occupies one battle 
station. The player may choose to place no Robots in the active city. If the Moloch player plays a Robot who 
has an ability that is activated on entering a city, the effect of this ability takes place immediately.

When placing a Robot with a permanent special ability, players should determine whether the effect of its 
ability should be implemented immediately. For example: Annihilator reduces the number of the Outpo-
st’s battle stations by one. Thus, if Annihilator enters a city where the Outpost has all of its battle stations 
already occupied, the Moloch player immediately chooses one of the enemy’s Soldiers or Buildings and 
removes it from this city into the discard pile.
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               OCCUPY A BATTlE STATION IN A FUTURE CITY

The Moloch player may play a Robot card from his hand and place it in any 
future city, as long as he has an available battle station in such city. There’s no 
need to place Robots according to the order of cities – for example, they can be 
sent to New York even if there are no Robots in previous cities.
As with the active city, if the Moloch player plays a Robot card to a future city 
that has an ability that is activated on entering a city, the effect of this ability 
takes place immediately. Also, when placing a Robot card with a permanent 
special ability, players should check whether the effect of its ability should be 
immediately applied.
                UNDEFENDED FUTURE CITIES
Each time a Robot card is played from the Moloch player’s hand or moved 
(due to unit’s ability, playing an Instant card or moving to New York as a result of 
the battle’s effect) to any future city where the Outpost is not located (there are 
no Soldiers or Buildings at the city), it receives a +1 bonus to its strength, as the 
player has strengthened his position in the city before his opponent 
did so. To reflect this, add a +1 Strength marker (in the proper co-
lor) to the Robot’s card. It’s recommended to put this marker abo-
ve the place where the basic unit’s strength is shown. If a Robot that 
has already acquired a strength bonus is moved to another future 
city with no Outpost cards, it gains the strength bonus again. There 
is no limit to the amount of strength bonuses a unit can receive.
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All of the markers placed on Robots during the game (Strength markers, Spe-
cial Ability markers, etc.) remain on the card until the unit is either moved to 
the discard pile or taken back to the player’s hand as a result of some other card’s 
effects. Removed markers are set aside so they can be used again. If the number 
of markers is ever insufficient, players should use any other objects as replace-
ments.

Robots cannot be played from player’s hand into destroy-
ed cities. However, in some special situations, a Robot may 
be moved to a destroyed city. This is permitted, but it sho-
uld be noted that the unit’s special abilities are inactive 
in destroyed cities. In addition, if all battle stations in the 
city are already occupied (there is no place for the unit being 
moved) – the unit is destroyed (along with its Module if one 
is attached) with the card(s) being placed in the discard pile.



The following example shows the options for 
placing Robots in the cities.

1 - Robot cannot be placed as the 
city is destroyed, 
2 - Robot occupies the fourth 
battle station in the active city;
3 - Robot cannot be placed as 
there are only four battle stations 
in the city and all of them are 
already occupied;
4 – Robot occupies a battle station 
in the future city, yet it doesn’t 
receive a strength bonus, as the 
Outpost unit was there first and 
already received the bonus;
5 – Robot occupies a battle station 
in a future city and receives a 
strength bonus, because there is 
no Outpost presence there.

+

i
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                USE ROBOT’S SPECIAl ABIlITY

The Moloch player also possesses some units whose special abilities may be used at any time in his Attack 
phase. One of these units is Hornet which has an ability to move once per battle (if located in an unde-
stroyed city). The Moloch player may move it to an adjacent city (forward or back) from the city it is currently 
located. This action can be taken at any time during the Moloch player’s Attack phase.
Other Robots (e.g., Clown, Ripper) have abilities that are activated by the Moloch player discarding cards 
from his hand into the discard pile. Their abilities may be activated (as long as they are not located in a de-
stroyed city) at any time during the Moloch player’s Attack phase and as many times as he wants - each time at 
a cost of discarding one card from his hand to his discard pile for each time an ability is activated. This applies 
both to Robots placed in the current attack phase, as well as those placed in earlier Battles as long as they are 
not in a destroyed city.

               PlAY AN INSTANT CARD
Instant cards may only be played during a player’s own Attack phase and their 
effect is applied immediately. There is no limit to the number of Instant cards a 
player may play. After being played, Instant card should be placed in the discard 
pile. Instant cards can affect any card in the whole card area (unless the card’s 
description states otherwise). For example, by playing the Retreat Order card, a play-
er may take any Robot from any city (including a destroyed one) back to his hand.
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Example of Moloch’s Attack phase

Battle is fought over one of the Iron Gate 
districts.

Moloch plays  Hornet in Cleveland Har-
bour – a future city (1) and gets a strength 

bonus, as there is no Outpost presence.  
Hornet has the ability to move once during 

the battle (2) and a player uses this ability 
to place this card in the active city (3).

Next, the Annihilator appears  in the Iron 
Gate (4), reducing the number of Outpost 
battle stations by one. As the Outpost had 
all his available battle stations occupied in 
this city, Annihilator’s ability is momenta-

rily activated and Moloch player chooses 
Scorn to be removed from the game (5).

Moloch player already has the Ripper  Ro-
bot  present in the city(6). He decides to use 
its ability, discards one card from his hand 

(7), and  kills the Commando unit(8).
Finally the Hunter appears in New York 

(9), and kills the Outpost Solider on 
entering the city (10). Even though it 

occupies a position in a future city, he gets 
no strength bonus, as the Outpost unit was 

there before, and has taken it.

5

8

4

3

6

2
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PHASE IV – OUTPOST’S ATTACk
The Outpost player may take any of the actions described below. As with the Moloch player during Phase 
III, the number of actions performed is not limited and they can be taken in any order. The player may 
also pass and not take any actions. 
All the rules for playing cards, taking battle stations, gaining strength bonuses, placing markers on cards and 
moving units described above in Phase III Moloch’s Attack are the same for the Outpost, so they will only 
be mentioned briefly.

               OCCUPY A BATTlE STATION IN THE ACTIVE CITY

The Outpost player may play a Solider or Building card from his hand and place it in the active city, as 
long as he has an available battle station in this city. Each Solider or Building always occupies one battle 
station. The player may choose to place no Soldiers or Buildings in the active city. If the Outpost player 
plays a Soldier who has an ability that is activated on entering a city, the effect of this ability takes place 
immediately.

When placing a Soldier or Building with a permanent special ability, players should determine whether the effect of its 
ability should be implemented immediately. For example, the EMP Launcher turns off Robots’ abilities in a city and, when 
played, it cancels the effect of the Spiders’ special ability in the same city. In that case, if there were more Robots in the city 
than the number of available battle stations, the Spiders would no longer be able to stand there and should be removed 
immediately to the discard pile.
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                 OCCUPY A BATTlE STATION IN A FUTURE CITY
The Outpost player may play a Soldier or Building card from his hand and place it in any future city, 
as long as he has an available battle station in such city. There’s no need to place Soldiers or Buildings 
according to the order of cities.
As with the active city, if the Outpost player plays a Soldier card to a future city that has an ability that 
is activated on entering a city, the effect of this ability takes place immediately. Also, when placing a 
Soldier card with a permanent special ability, players should check whether the effect of its ability should 
be immediately applied.
Undefended future cities: Each time a Soldier card is played from the Outpost player’s hand or moved 
(due to unit’s ability, playing an Instant card or moving to New York as a result of the battle’s effect) to 
any future city where no Robots are located, it receives a +1 bonus to its strength, as the player has 
strengthened his position in the city before his opponent did so. To reflect this, add a +1 Strength marker 
(in the proper color) to the Soldier’s card. As the Outpost has more opportunities to move his troops, 
the player commanding Outpost forces should remember that if a Soldier acquired a strength bonus and 
is moved again to another future city with no Robots, he gains the strength bonus again. There is no limit 
to the amount of strength bonuses a unit can receive. 
Buildings don’t gain strength bonuses. However, placing a Building in a future city prevents Moloch 
Robots from getting the bonus, as the Building gives Outpost a presence in the future city.
All of the markers placed on Soldiers during the game remain on the card until the unit is either mo-
ved to the discard pile or taken back to the player’s hand as a result of some other card’s effects. 
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The following example shows the options for 
placing Soldiers and Buildings in cities.

1 - Soldier cannot be placed as the city 
is destroyed

2 - Soldier takes the third battle station 
in the active city;

3 - Soldier takes the fourth battle 
station in the active city;

4 - Soldier cannot be placed as there 
are only four battle stations in the city 

and all of them are already occupied;
5 – Building is placed in the first  battle 

station in a future city, yet it doesn’t 
receive a strength bonus, as only a 

Soldier may receive such bonus;
6 – Soldier occupies a battle station in a 

future city, yet it doesn’t receive a strength 
bonus, as the Moloch unit was there first 

and already received the bonus;
7 – Soldier takes a battle station in 

a future city and receives a strength 
bonus, because there is no Moloch 

presence there.

+
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Soldiers and Buildings cannot be played from player’s hand into destroyed cities. However, in some spe-
cial situations, a Soldier may be moved to an already destroyed city as a result of the Outpost’s or Moloch’s 
action. This is permitted, but it should be noted that unit’s special abilities are inactive in destroyed cities. 
In addition, if all battle stations in the city are already occupied (there is no place for the unit being moved) – 
the unit is destroyed with the card being placed in the discard pile.

                USE SOlDIER’S SPECIAl ABIlITY

The Outpost player also possesses some units whose special abilities may be used at any time in his Attack phase. 
The first of these units is Runner who has an ability to move once per battle (if located in an undestroyed city). The 
Outpost player may move it to an adjacent city (forward or back) from the city it is currently located. This action 
can be taken at any time during the Outpost player’s Attack phase.
The second unit is Nestugov, whose ability is activated by the Outpost player discarding cards from his hand into 
the discard pile. This ability may be activated (as long as it is not located in a destroyed city) at any time during the 
Outpost player’s Attack phase and as many times as he wants - each time at a cost of discarding one card from his 
hand for each time the ability is activated. Nestugov may be used in the current attack phase he was placed, as well 
as in all of the following battles as long as he is not in a destroyed city.

                  PlAY AN INSTANT CARD

Instant cards may only be played during a player’s own Attack phase and their effect is applied imme-
diately. There is no limit to the number of Instant cards a player may play. After being played, Instant card 
should be placed in the discard pile. Instant cards can affect any card in the whole card area (unless the 
card’s description states otherwise)
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                 USE THE UNIqUE FEATURE OF THE ACTIVE CITY
The Outpost may call upon the citizens to help in their fight against Moloch. With the exception of Ziggy One, 
all the cities have unique City Features, available only to the Outpost player. The feature of each city may 
only be used once per game and only if the current battle is fought in this city. When a city feature is used, it 
should be marked with the Used City Feature token covering the space on the city card that depicts the feature.

Unique City Features and their methods of activation are as follows:

IRON GATE

After discarding two 
chosen cards from his 
hand to the discard pile, 
the Outpost player is al-
lowed to destroy one of 
Moloch Robots in this 
city (along with a Module 
if one is attached) and pla-
ce it in the discard pile.

ClEVElAND HARBOUR

After discarding one cho-
sen card from his hand to 
the discard pile, the Out-
post player gets an extra 
battle station in this city. 
It is available until the de-
struction of this city.

JERSEY CRUST
After discarding two 
chosen cards from his 
hand to the discard pile, 
the Outpost player adds 
one more district in this 
city. The existence of this 
third district is marked by 
placing an Additional Di-
strict token in the appro-
priate area of this city card.

NOwY JORK
After discarding two cho-
sen cards from hand into 
the discard pile, the Out-
post player may move 
one Soldier from Jersey 
Crust to New York or 
vice versa (e.g., to make 
room for another Soldier 
or Building).
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Example of the Outpost’s Attack phase Battle is fought for one of the Iron Gate 
districts.
The Outpost plays Commando into Jersey 
Crust - a future city (1) - and gets a strength 
bonus, as there are no Moloch Robots 
there. On entering the city, Commando 
makes Moloch player discard one card 
from his deck (2).
Using the Move card (3), Commando is 
then moved  to Cleveland Harbour (4), 
which is also  a future city. As there is 
no Moloch there either, the Soldier gets 
another strength bonus.
Moving to Cleveland Harbour means that 
Commando enters the city again, and thus 
Moloch must discard another card from 
his deck (5).
Next, the Scout appears in Cleveland Har-
bour (6), also getting the strength bonus. 
As a result of his action Commando is 
moved to Iron Gate (7). He enters a city 
again, and Moloch discards another card 
from his deck (8), yet this time Comman-
do  doesn’t get the strength bonus, as he 
entered the active city.
Finally, the Outpost sends  Cpt. Johnson 
to the active city (9).

+
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PHASE V - MOlOCH MODUlES ACTIVATION
Once the Outpost player finishes all of his actions in Phase IV, the 
Moloch player still has a chance to play and/or activate Module cards 
to influence the battle. In this phase, no cards other than Module 
cards can be played or activated. 
Modules can be played only on Robots in the active city. 
Modules don’t take up battle stations. The Module’s connection to 
a Robot is marked by placing the Module card beneath the Robot card 
so that just the right edge of the Module feature is visible (as shown in 
the picture). 
There are two types of Modules:
•Strength Modules (Combat, Annihilation and Destruction) which have an immediate effect after being 
played and cannot be turned off; and
•Special Ability Modules (Contamination, Kasparov, Net) which can be disabled by the EMP Launcher or 
Hacker cards.
If discarding a card from the Moloch player’s hand is required to activate a Module’s ability, it is only 
permitted in this phase. Modules may be activated only in the active city - both those played in the cur-
rent battle as well as those that have been played in previous battles.
Each Robot can only have one Module attached to it and this Module becomes a fixed part of the Ro-
bot. Except when playing the Recycler card, once a Module is played, it cannot be taken back to the Moloch 
player’s hand. If a Robot with a Module is moved or killed, the module is moved (or discarded) with it.
If the Moloch player wants to (as a result of playing the Brain or Retreat Order card) or has to (due to the 
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Outpost playing the Assault Group) take a Robot with a Module back to his hand, only the Robot card is 
taken and the Module is discarded to the discard pile.

PHASE VA - OUTPOST MODULES ACTIVATION
Typically, this phase is not played as the Outpost player has no Module cards in his deck. However, 
some exceptional situations may occur, if the Outpost takes over a Module using Nestugov. 
Modules increasing strength and the Contamination Module (which have permanent features) 
operate in favor of the Outpost immediately after their acquisition with Nestugov. If the Out-
post takes over a Module with a special ability that is activated by discarding cards from hand 
– like the Net Module or the Kasparov Module – those Modules may be activated by the 
Outpost player in this phase, after the Moloch player has finished, by discarding one or 
more cards from his hand. This occurs prior to determining the end result of battle in 
Phase VI.

PHASE VI - DETERMINING THE END RESULT OF THE BATTLE
After the end of the Modules activation phase, the end result of the battle is 
determined.
Each player’s total strength in the active city should be summed up, including:
•strength (including any Strength markers) shown on the cards located in the 
active city, and
•modifiers resulting from the effects of Outpost cards (Saboteur, Lieutenant 
Calahan, Bunker).
The player whose strength is greater wins the battle.
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When calculating the strength of Moloch Robots it should be taken into account that Saboteur’s special abi-
lity and Strength markers (+1, +2, -2) only affect the Robot’s strength. They don’t affect the strength of any 
Module that is attached to the Robot. The Robot’s strength reduced by Saboteur or by -2 Strength markers 
can never be less than 0. 
Example: Spiders with strength of 1 may get a -2 Strength marker resulting in a strength of 0. If the Moloch 
player attaches a +3 strength Module to Spiders, then Spiders total strength would be 3 (not 2).

After determining which side won the battle, the applicable effects based on who won are applied in the 
following order:
- first, if the winner has in the active city units whose abilities are activated in case of victory, those abilities are 
applied,
- next, the effect of the victory in the city is carried out (described below),
- finally, the effect of the end result of the battle in the district is considered (these effects are described in Phase I).
After considering all the effects of victory described above, the battle for the district ends and the district is 
considered destroyed. This should be indicated by placing a Demolished District marker on this district. If all 
districts in the city have been demolished, see Phase VIa below. 

Tie - if both parties have exactly the same total strength (including if they both have strength equal to 0), then it sho-
uld be checked whether Stormtrooper is among Moloch Robots in this city. If so, Moloch wins and the battle 
resolution proceeds according to the rules above. Otherwise, if Stormtrooper was not involved (or his ability was 
disabled), the battle remains a tie. Nobody executes his effects of the victory, effects of the end result of battles in 
these districts are not considered (unless it was a district with the Bomb effect), and the end of the battle for a given 
district should be indicated by placing the Demolished District marker on this district. Then move to the next phase.



The effects of Moloch’s victory in the respective cities
Defeating of the Outpost allows Moloch to break through to the next district and turn it into ruins.

Demolition of a chosen district - in all cities except Cleveland Harbor.
If the Moloch player wins the battle, he selects one of the remaining districts in the 
active city (other than the one the current battle was fought in) and destroys it. This di-
strict should be covered with a Demolished District marker. If the battle won by Moloch 
was fought in the last district in the city and there are no districts left to destroy there, the 
Moloch player chooses a district in the next city.
The special effect of this demolished district is not applied. The effect of the Bomb is 
an exception and is always carried out. If the district with the Bomb is destroyed in the 
next city then each player kills opponent’s unit in this particular city where this district is 
destroyed.

Demolition of a chosen district with its effect applied - only in Cleveland Harbour.
If the Moloch player wins a battle in Cleveland Harbour, he selects one of the remaining 
districts in this city (other than the one the current battle was fought in), and destroys it - in 
this case, also carrying out the special effect of this district. If the battle won by Moloch 
was fought in the last district in the city and there is no district left to destroy there, the cho-
sen district in the next city (Jersey Crust) is destroyed and its effect is carried out and then 
covered with a Demolished District marker. In this case the effect of the district is applied 
in Jersey Crust. For example, if Moloch destroys the district which allows to move a unit 
directly to New York, he moves a Robot from Jersey Crust.
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The effects of the Outpost’s victory in the respective cities
The Outpost’s victory results in weakening Moloch’s convoy, which is symbolized by discarding cards 
from Moloch’s deck.

Discarding one card from the Moloch player’s deck - Ziggy One, Cleveland Harbour, 
New York. If the Outpost player wins, the top card from the Moloch player’s deck is 
removed to the discard pile. The discarded card is visible to both players.

Discarding two cards from the Moloch player’s deck – Jersey Crust. If the Outpost 
player wins, the top two cards from the Moloch player’s deck are removed to the di-
scard pile. Discarded cards are visible to both players.

Discarding one out of two cards from the Moloch player’s deck – Iron Gate. If the Out-
post player wins, the Outpost player reveals the two top cards from the Moloch player’s 
deck, removes one card of his choice to the discard pile and shuffles the other card back 
in the Moloch player’s deck.

If the Moloch player no longer has any cards left in his deck, the Outpost player kills a Robot card from 
the active city and moves it to the discard pile. He may even remove a Robot that is otherwise immune to the 
Outpost’s abilities as it is not immune to the victory effects in the city. If the discarded Robot had a Module 
attached, it is also discarded (a Robot with a Module attached counts as one card). If Moloch neither has 
any cards left in his deck nor in the active city, the Outpost player discards a random card (or cards) 
from the Moloch player’s hand. If Moloch player also has no cards in his hand, no cards are discarded.
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The battle is fought for the possibility to move to New York. Moloch has 
Robots of a total strength of 5 and the summed strength of the Outpost 
Soldiers is 4. Moloch wins and thus, first of all, the effects of Defender’s 
ability activated at the moment of victory is considered (1) - a random card 
from the discard pile is returned to the Moloch’s deck. Next, the effect 
of victory in the city is considered and so Moloch chooses and destroys 
one other district in this city (2). It is marked with a Demolished District 
token. Finally, the effect of victory in the district is implemented (3) and 
Moloch may choose and move one Robot directly to New York. To mark 
the end of the battle for this district, a Demolished District token is placed 
on the destroyed area. Since there have been only two districts in this city 
and both of them have been destroyed, Moloch chooses and moves one 
Robot to the next town. City card is flipped to its damaged side (See: Mo-
loch’s Movement upon the Destruction of a City described below in phase 
VIa). However, if Moloch had one Robot less in this city and the Outpost 
had won the battle, then the ability of Cpt. Johnson would have been 
implemented first (4), which means a card from Moloch deck would be 
discarded. Afterwards, the effect of the Outpost’s victory in the city would 
be carried out and Moloch would lose 2 more cards from the deck (5).
At the end, the effect of victory in the district would be implemented (3), 
and so the Outpost would be able to move one Soldier to New York. The 
end of the battle for this district would be marked normally with placing 
a Demolished District token on the destroyed area. Then, the next battle 
would take place in the second district in this city.

Example of a battle’s resolution
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PHASE VIA - MOLOCH’S MOVEMENT UPON THE DESTRUCTION OF A CITY
If all the districts of the active city are destroyed, the Moloch player chooses one Robot in that newly de-
stroyed city and moves it to the next city (with the exception of Juggernaut and the situation when Robots’ 
movement is blocked by the Outpost’s Electromagnetic Field). This movement doesn’t provide a strength 
bonus to the Robot since the city being moved to is now the new active city. This movement is mandatory. If 
it happens that the Robot is moved to a city where all Moloch’s battle stations are already occupied and there 
is no place for it, the Robot is killed and moved to the discard pile.
After this movement, any tokens and markers on the newly destroyed city card should be removed and the 
city card itself should be turned over indicating it has been destroyed.  Any Moloch or Outpost units in 
the destroyed city remain there, but their abilities become inactive.

END OF THE GAME

The game ends when all the effects of the final battle in New York are carried out. If at this point the 
Moloch player has at least one card in his deck or at least one Robot in New York, he wins the game – 
the Moloch convoy has managed to achieve its goal - New York was attacked and destroyed.

If the Moloch player neither has any cards left in his deck nor any Robots located in New York (cards 
on hand are not taken into account) the Outpost wins, having effectively destroyed the Moloch’s convoy.
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The Outpost can also win before the final battle in New York – this happens if, at the beginning of a bat-
tle, the Moloch player has no cards left in the deck, no cards in his hand and no Robots in any of the  
undestroyed cities.

SOlDIERS
Runner – from the moment Runner enters the game, you may move 
him one adjacent city forward or back from its current city once du-
ring each battle in the Outpost’s Attack phase (if the city he is located 
in has not yet been destroyed).

Assault Team - each time Assault Team enters an undestroyed city, you 
may choose a Robot from this city and the Moloch player must take it 
back to his hand (unless the Robot is immune to the Outpost Soldiers’ 
abilities).  If you choose a Robot with a Module attached, the Robot is 
taken back, but the Module is removed to the discard pile.

Hacker – each time Hacker enters an undestroyed city, you get a Tur-
ning off Robot’s ability marker which you may place immediately 
on a Robot of your choice in this city or on a Module with a special 
ability that is attached to such Robot in this city (if it is not immu-
ne to the Outpost Soldiers’ abilities).  Hacker disables the ability of  
a chosen Robot or Module (Kasparov Module, Net Module, Conta-
mination Module). If Hacker disables a Spiders ability and, as a result 
there are not enough available battle stations for the Spiders in this 
city, the Spiders are removed to the discard pile.

DETAIlED DESCRIPTION OF THE CARDS

THE OUTPOST

If, as a result of a played card, a player receives a marker and he can’t or doesn’t want to use it, this marker is returned to the markers pile without 
any effect. Markers cannot be stored for future use. All the markers (strength, special abilities, etc.) placed on Moloch and Outpost cards during 
the game remain on the card they were placed on until the card is either discarded or taken back to a player’s hand as a result of another card’s 
effect. Only then are the markers removed from the card and set aside to be used again. It doesn’t matter which city the unit that placed the 
marker is in, or if it is still in game at all. For example, if a Robot got a Turning Off Robot’s ability marker as a result of Hacker’s entering a city, 
this marker stays and operates on the selected Robot even if Hacker is killed.
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Remember: Except for Instant cards (which typically can affect any card in the entire card area), the special ability of each card only affects cards 
in the city in which the card is currently located and only if that city is not destroyed.



Commando [x2] - each time Commando enters an undestroyed city, 
you may discard the top card from the Moloch player’s deck (this card 
is shown to both players). If the Moloch player no longer has any 
cards left in his deck, you choose and remove a Robot card from the 
city Commando entered (unless the Robot is immune to the Outpost 
Soldiers’ abilities). If there are no Robots in this city, you discard a 
random card from the Moloch player’s hand. If the Moloch player has 
no cards in his hand, no card is discarded.

Cpt. Johnson - if the Outpost wins a battle in the city where this card 
is located, you discard the top card from the Moloch player’s deck 
(this card is shown to both players). If the Moloch player no longer 
has any cards left in his deck, you choose and remove a Robot card 
from this city (unless the Robot is immune to the Outpost Soldiers’ 
abilities). If there are no Robots in this city, you discard a random card 
from the Moloch player’s hand. If Moloch player has no cards in his 
hand, no card is discarded.

McPherson – each time McPherson enters an undestroyed city, you 
get a -2 Strength marker, which you may place immediately on a Robot 
of your choice in this city (if the Robot is not immune to the Outpost 
Soldiers’ abilities) and thus decrease the strength of that Robot (but 
not the Module that may be attached to it). You cannot reduce the 
strength of a Robot below 0.

kid –each time Kid enters an undestroyed city, you may use the ability 
of another Soldier located in the same city, but only if it’s an ability 
activated on entering a city.

After taking over a strength increasing Module or Contamination 
Module, they start operating immediately. However, after the acqu-
isition of the Kasparov Module or the Net Module, the Outpost play-
er may use them by discarding cards from his hand at the end of the 
Outpost Modules activation phase. Anytime a Soldier with a Module 
is killed, both cards are discarded. Also, if a Soldier with a Module is 
returned to the Outpost player’s hand, the Module is discarded. De-
scriptions of Modules are described below under the Moloch cards.

Nestugov – by discarding 1 card from your hand, you can take over any 
chosen Module attached to a Robot in the same city where Nestugov is 
located in (if the Robot is not immune to the Outpost Soldiers’  abilities) 
and attach it to a Soldier of your choice (including Nestugov himself) 
in this city. You may discard several cards from your hand to take over 
several Modules, remembering that only one Module may be attached 
to each Soldier. The acquired Modules work the same way as before, only 
now they give their bonuses and or abilities to the Outpost Soldiers.

Task Force - each time Task Force enters an undestroyed city, you may 
take another Soldier already located in this city back to your hand. This 
Soldier may be played again immediately.

Heavy Machine Gun - if the Outpost wins a battle in the city where 
this card is located, you get a +2 Strength marker, which you may place 
immediately on a Soldier of your choice in this city (including Heavy 
Machine Gun himself), increasing his strength.

Patriot – the cost of using the unique feature of a city where Patriot is 
located in is reduced by1 card (you have to discard one card less to use 
it). If the Patriot is in Cleveland Harbor, you don’t have to discard any 
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card at all to use the unique City Feature. The Outpost player needs 
only to declare he wants to trigger the feature to use it and places the 
Used City Feature token on this city card.

lieutenant Calahan - increases the strength of each Soldier in the city 
he is located (including himself) by 1. Such increased strength should 
be considered in the Determining the End Result of the Battle pha-
se but do not place Strength markers on Soldier cards. If a Soldier is 
disabled with a Net (as an effect of Moloch’s Net Module) then his 
strength is not increased.

Saboteur - decreases the strength of every Robot in the city he is loca-
ted in by 1 (if the Robot is not immune to the Outpost Soldiers’ abili-
ties). This reduced strength should be considered in the Determining 
the End Result of the Battle phase, but do not place -1 Strength mar-
kers on the Robot cards (there are no such markers). Saboteur doesn’t 
reduce Modules’ strength.

Scorn – each time Scorn enters an undestroyed city, you may kill one 
Robot of your choice in this city (if the Robot is not immune to the 
Outpost Soldiers’ abilities). If you kill a Robot with a Module attached, 
this Module is also removed to the discard pile.

Trooper [x2] – each time Trooper enters an undestroyed city, you may 
draw 1 card from your deck and add it to your hand.

Scout [x2] - each time Scout enters an undestroyed city, you may move 
another Soldier already located in this city to one adjacent city for-
ward or back. The selected soldier can be moved to a destroyed city, 
but never out of the card area.

BUIlDINGS

Bunker –  increases the strength of each soldier in the city it is located 
in by 1. Such increased strength should be considered in the Deter-
mining the End Result of the Battle phase but do not place Strength 
markers on the Soldier cards. If a Soldier is disabled with a Net (as 
an effect of Moloch’s Net Module) then his strength is not increased.

EMP launcher – turns off the abilities of Robots and Modules with 
special abilities (Kasparov Module, Net Module and Contamination 
Module) in the city it is located in. If a turned off Module with a spe-
cial ability is taken over by the Outpost (with Nestugov), it operates 
normally. If Dreadnought or a Robot with a Shield marker appears in 
the city where the EMP Launcher is already operating, their immunity 
is canceled. If the EMP Launcher appears in a city where Dreadnought 
or a Robot with Shield marker is already present then those Robots are 
immune to the EMP Launcher’s ability.  If Spiders’ ability is disabled 
by the EMP Launcher and as a result, there are not enough available 
battle stations for the Spiders in this city, they are immediately remo-
ved to the discard pile.

Electromagnetic Field – blocks the Moloch Robots’ abilities (if the 
Robot is not immune to the Outpost Buildings’ and Soldiers’ abili-
ties) to move from the city where this card is located (by playing Move 
cards, using Hornet’s ability to move or Moloch’s movement after the 
destruction of all the districts in the city) and also blocks their ability 
to move directly to New York as a result of winning the battle for the 
district.
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INSTANT CARDS

EMP Assault – As soon as this card is played, the currently fought 
battle is ended without determining the winner. The district is de-
molished and should be marked by placing a Demolished District 
marker in this district. The district effect is not triggered unless it is 
The Bomb (which is always applied). Depending on the situation, 
either Moloch’s Movement upon the Destruction of a City phase or 
Drawing cards phase should follow.

Medic - take a Soldier from a destroyed city back to your hand. This 
Soldier may be played again immediately.

Sudden Attack - during the battle this round, there will not be a Mo-
dules Activation phase. Modules already attached continue to work, 
but any that require discarding one or more cards cannot be activated 
nor can any new Modules be played. At the end of the Outpost At-
tack phase, proceed to the Determining the End Result of the Battle 
phase immediately.

war Council [x2] - draw three cards from your deck, choose two of 
them and add them to your hand and place the third card in the di-
scard pile. If there are less than 3 cards left in your deck, draw as many 
as possible and don’t discard any of them.

Retreat – move a Soldier one adjacent city forward or back twice. 
You can move two different Soldiers or the same one twice. The Sol-
dier may be moved back and forth to the city where he was before. 
A Soldier may also be moved to a destroyed city, but never out of 
the card area.
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Recon - you get two +1 Strength markers to 
place immediately on Soldiers of your cho-
ice in the playing area – they increase those 
Soldiers’ strength. You can choose the same 
Soldier twice.

Move [x4] – move a Soldier one adjacent 
city forward or back. The Soldier can be mo-
ved to a destroyed city, but never out of the 
card area. There is no limit to the number of 
Move cards that may be used on one Soldier 
during an Attack phase.

Sniper - Kill a Robot in any city 
(including any immune to the 
Outpost cards  effects). If 
you kill a Robot with Mo-
dule attached, the Modu-
le is also removed to 
the discard pile.

Intelligence 
- view the 
cards in 
the Moloch 
player’s 
hand.



ROBOTS

Annihilator -  reduces the number of Outpost’s battle stations in the 
city he is located in by 1. It operates permanently from the moment it 
enters the city. If at the moment of Annihilator’s appearance in a city, 
the Outpost occupies all of his available battle stations in this city, 
the Moloch player chooses and removes one Soldier or Building from 
that city to the discard pile.

Blocker –  if a Robot that is in the same city as Blocker has to be remo-
ved from the game, you remove Blocker instead. Blocker is removed 
regardless of the cause of removing another Robot (effect of the Out-
post cards, effect of the battle for the district, a unique feature of the 
Iron Gate, etc.).

Brute - each time Brute enters an undestroyed city, you get a Shield 
marker, which you may place on a chosen Robot in this city (inclu-
ding Brute). Shields make Robots (and also its Module if one is atta-
ched) immune to Outpost Soldiers’ and Buildings’ abilities.  It doesn’t 
provide protection against the effects of Instant cards, removal as an 
effect of the end result of the battle for the district, or a unique feature 

MOlOCH

of the Iron Gate. If the EMP Launcher enters a city where a Robot with 
a Shield marker has already been placed, the Robot is immune to the 
EMP Launcher. If the EMP Launcher was in the city first, then its abi-
lity would cancel the shield’s effect. You can also place a Shield marker 
on a Robot, which was disabled by Hacker - it doesn’t cancel the effect 
of Hacker’s marker but does protect the Robot from other abilities of 
the Outpost Soldiers and Buildings.

Gauss Cannon – doesn’t have any special ability.

Hybrid – each time Hybrid enters an undestroyed city, you get a +2 
strength marker, which you may place immediately on a Robot of 
your choice in this city (including Hybrid), increasing its strength.

Juggernaut – cannot move or be moved except to New York as an 
effect of the end result of a battle. You cannot play a Move card on 
Juggernaut, nor can it be moved to another city in the Moloch’s Move-
ment when a city is destroyed. In case of the Outpost’s takeover of the 
Kasparov Module, Juggernaut still is unable to be moved.

If, as a result of a played card, a player receives a marker and he can’t or doesn’t want to use it, this marker is returned to the markers pile without 
any effect. Markers cannot be stored for future use. All markers (strength, special abilities, etc.) placed on Moloch and Outpost cards during the 
game remain on the card they were placed on until the card is either discarded or taken back to a player’s hand as a result of another card’s effect. 
Only then are the markers removed from the card and set aside to be used again. It doesn’t matter which city the unit that placed the marker is in, 
or if it is still in game at all. For example, if a Robot acquired a Shield marker as a result of Brute’s ability, this marker stays and operates on the 
Robot even if the Brute is killed.
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Clown - you may kill one of your Robots in the city Clown is located 
in (including Clown) and two Outpost Soldiers in the same city by 
discarding a card from your hand to your discard pile. You may di-
scard any number of cards from your hand to use the Clown’s ability 
several times.

Hunter [x3] - each time a Hunter enters an undestroyed city, you may kill 
one Soldier of your choice in this city and place him in the discard pile.

Brain - you can take a chosen Robot (including Brain) from the city 
Brain is located in and add it back to your hand by discarding ano-
ther card from your hand to the discard pile. You may discard any 
number of cards to use this ability several times. The taken Robot 
can immediately be played again. If the taken Robot had a Module 
attached, the Module is discarded. Any markers (modifying the Ro-
bot’s strength or ability) are removed from the Robot.

Defender - if Moloch wins a battle in the city where this card is lo-
cated, you may shuffle your discard pile, select a random card from 
it and place it on top of your deck. You cannot check what card it is.

Spiders [x3] – Spiders do not occupy any battle station, therefore you 
can place them in a city where all the available battle stations are alre-
ady taken. If their ability is disabled by Hacker, EMP Launcher or after 
the city’s destruction and there are no available battle stations for the 
Spiders in this city, they are removed to the discard pile.

Dreadnought - is immune to the Outpost Soldiers’ and Buildings’ abi-
lities (it is not immune to Instant cards’ effects, removal as an effect 

of the end result of battle in this district or the Iron Gate’s unique 
feature). If Outpost’s EMP Launcher appears in the city where the 
Dreadnought was previously placed, the Dreadnought is immune to 
its ability. If the EMP Launcher was placed first in this city, then it 
would cancel the Dreadnought’s immunity.

Steelhound – doesn’t have any special ability.

Ripper – you can kill a chosen Soldier in the city Ripper is located in 
by discarding a card from your hand to the discard pile. You can di-
scard any number of cards in order to kill several Soldiers in this city.

Hornet - from the moment of placing Hornet in an undestroyed 
city, you may move it one adjacent city forward or back once during 
each battle in the Moloch Attack phase (if the city it is located in has 
not been destroyed yet).

Stormtrooper – if a battle in the city where this card is located ends 
up in a tie, Moloch wins.

Transporter – each time Transporter enters an undestroyed city, 
draw 1 card from your deck and add it to your hand.

MODUlES

Kasparov Module – after adding this module to a Robot, you may 
move one Soldier in the same city as such Robot one adjacent city 
forward or back by discarding a card from your hand to the discard 
pile. You may discard any number of cards to move several Soldiers 
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from this city. A Soldier can be moved to a destroyed city, but never 
out of the card area. If the Soldier is moved to the city where all Out-
post’s battle stations are already occupied and there is no place for 
him, he dies (his card is discarded).

Net Module – after adding this module to a Robot, you may disable 
one Soldier in the same city as such Robot (until the end of the current 
battle) with a Net, by discarding a card from your hand to the discard 
pile. You may discard any number of cards to disable several Soldiers 
in this city. A netted Soldier is out of action only during the currently 
ongoing battle - during Determining the End Result of the Battle pha-
se neither his strength nor his ability is taken into account (including 
all the strength modifications resulting from other Outpost cards or 
markers increasing this Soldier’s strength). In the next battle, the Sol-
dier’s ability and strength operates normally again. A netted Soldier 
may be moved to New York or killed as the District’s End Result of 
Battle effect.

In case of Outpost’s takeover of the Kasparov or Net Module they work the same as described above, but now against Moloch, so their abilities 
are treated the same as Soldiers’ abilities, therefore Robots immune to Outpost Soldiers’ abilities are also immune to acquired Modules’abilities. 
After the acquisition, the Outpost player may use them by discarding cards from his hand at the end of the Outpost Modules activation phase. 
An acquired Kasparov Module allows the Outpost player to move a chosen Robot in the same city one adjacent city forward or back. An acqu-
ired Net Module allows the Outpost player to disable a chosen Robot in the same city (until the end of a battle) with a Net - during Determining 
the End Result of Battle phase its strength, ability or Modules are not taken into account.

In case of Outpost’s acquisition of Strength or Contamination Modules, they work the same as described above, but now against Moloch. 
They start to work immediately upon the acquisition. Combat Module, Annihilation Module and Destruction Module increase the strength 
of the Outpost Soldiers after their takeover by the Outpost. Contamination Module reduces the number of Moloch’s battle stations in the city 
it is located in by 1 after the acquisition. If Moloch occupies all of his available battle stations in this city, then the Outpost player chooses and 
removes a Robot from this city to the discard pile.

Contamination Module – once this module is added to a Robot, it re-
duces the number of Outpost’s battle stations in the same city as such 
Robot by one. It operates immediately from the moment it is attached 
to a Robot. If the Outpost occupies all of his available battle stations 
in this city, the Moloch player chooses and removes one Soldier or 
Building from that city to the discard pile.

Combat Module [x2] – Module increases strength by 1. Has no special 
abilities and thus cannot be switched off.

Annihilation Module – Module increases strength by 2. Has no spe-
cial abilities and thus cannot be switched off.

Destruction Module – Module increases strength by 3. Has no special 
abilities and thus cannot be switched off.
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INSTANT CARDS

Matrix Connection - draw three cards from your deck and add them 
to your hand. If there are less than 3 cards left in your deck draw as 
many as possible.

Push Back [x2] – choose and move one Soldier (in any city) one adja-
cent city forward or back. A Soldier can be moved to a destroyed city 
in this manner, but never out of the card area. If the Soldier is moved 
to the city where all Outpost’s battle stations are already occupied and 
there is no place for him, he dies (his card is discarded).

Recycler – take a chosen Module in the card area back to your hand. 
You can even take a Module attached to a Robot in a destroyed city  
or a Module taken over by the Outpost.

Retreat Order – take a chosen Robot in the card area back to your 
hand. You can take any Robot from any city, including a destroyed 
one. The taken Robot can immediately be played again. If the Robot 
has a Module attached, this Module is discarded. Any markers (modi-
fying the Robot’s strength or abilities) are removed.

Move – move a Robot (in any city) one adjacent city forward or back. 
You cannot move Juggernaut (because its special ability does not allow 
it) nor any Robot from a city in which the Electromagnetic Field is 
operating. The Robot can be moved to a destroyed city, but never out 
of the card area.

Massive Assault – in the upcoming Outpost’s Attack phase,  
the Outpost player cannot play any Instant cards.
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THE GAME TURN:
I Drawing cards
II Target choice
III Moloch’s Attack
IV Outpost’s Attack
V Moloch Modules activation 
V (a) Outpost Modules   
 activation
VI Determining the End 
Result of the Battle
VI (a) Moloch’s Movement 
upon the Destruction of a 
City

THE ORDER OF BATTlE 
EFFECTS APPlICATION:
1) units’ abilities which are  
activated in case of victory
2) the effect of the victory in  
the city
3) the effect of the battle in  
the district

CARD ABIlITIES:
Remember: Except for Instant cards (which typically can affect any card in the 
entire card area), the special ability of each card only affects cards in the city in 
which the card is currently located and only if that city is not destroyed.

Ability activated on entering a city

Ability activated by discarding cards from hand

Permanent ability

Ability is activated when the Outpost wins a battle

Ability is activated when Moloch wins a battle

Ability is activated in case of a tie


